Schizophrenia - the Coffee and Nicotine Connection
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Schizophrenia has increased since the introduction of nicotine and caffeine in Europe. Before about 1750, one in about 1000 individuals became psychotic. After this time, the numbers increased to one in about 100 [1]. Around 1600 to 1700, coffee and tobacco were introduced in Europe and spread first in the upper classes and later in the lower classes [2,3]. Potentially, the wider use of caffeine and nicotine is part of the reason for the psychosis epidemic that we observe since 1750.

It is known that psychosis and schizophrenia are often caused by stress [4] and are manifesting in dopamine overproduction [5] and in voice hearing as a symptom. Stressors can be manifold, but it is also a widespread practice to consume higher levels of caffeine and nicotine under stress [6]. It is known that many schizophrenic patients abuse these two substances [7].

The potential connection is that caffeine and nicotine abuse deplete B vitamins in the body [8,9] and brain as well as increase dopamine [10,11]. It is known that coffee drinking and tobacco use do increase dopamine. It is also known that supplementation with B vitamins might help people with schizophrenia [12].

There are a number of indications for this connection that stem from other therapies and solutions: One lady cured herself with raw veganism, which necessarily excludes coffee (it is not known if she smoked, but it is unlikely as raw vegans tend to live very health consciously) [13]. Fasting seems to be a useful approach to treating schizophrenia, as it is used in Russia to tend to people with this condition [14]. Fasting might necessarily imply the cessation of at least coffee.

Vitamin supplementation might address the nicotine abuse: Niacin - which has been used by Abram Hoffer to treat schizophrenia - is also called nicotinic acid. It is chemically very similar to nicotine and could replace it [15].

It has been established that heavy coffee consumption can lead to voice hearing even in healthy individuals [16-18].

The above was established in more than 10 years self-experimentation and research as a patient with schizophrenia myself and scientist. The medications used to abolish symptoms of voice hearing etc. were many years of Omega 3, Vitamin C and Niacin, and then the medication Declinol, which is basically a very good vitamin B complex, with 5HTP and some detox herbs added. I also take generally 2 mg of Risperidone, sometimes 4 mg. While the former combination helped me function despite this illness and work and write over 10 years, Declinol worked immediately to get me rid of the symptoms of voices. Like most people with schizophrenia, I have a history of intense caffeine and nicotine consumption. This is very common in people with schizophrenia, as Prof. Fuller Torrey has observed, anecdotes tell, and surveys on for example www.schizophrenia.com might confirm. It is here speculated that coffee and nicotine might in most (maybe not all) people be the main culprits to cause schizophrenic symptoms, as per the process described above.
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13. Victoria Everett claims to have cured her schizophrenia with raw food.
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